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Abstract

Numerical simulation of soot formation in a laminar premixed burner-stabilized
ethylene stagnation flame was performed with a detailed population balance
model (DPBM) capable of tracking full structural details of aggregates as
well as their chemical composition. A thorough parametric sensitivity study
was carried out to understand the influence of individual sooting processes on
the computed primary particle size distributions (PPSDs). The rate of pro-
duction of pyrene, coagulation efficiency and surface growth rate were found
to have significant effects on the computed PPSDs. Besides, we found that
the instantaneous sintering between small primary particles (PP) can affect
the computed PPSDs drastically while sintering between large PPs within
aggregates only had mild effects. For an ethylene premixed flame with stag-
nation plate height being 1.2 cm (Combust. Flame, 198:428-435, 2018), good
agreement was obtained between both the computed and measured PPSD
and fractal dimension, which supports the current mechanisms contributing
to the evolution of PPs, i.e. nucleation, coagulation, surface growth and
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sintering. Moreover, time scale analysis for individual sooting processes was
performed to determine the dominant particle processes at different periods
of time, which helped explain the evolution of soot morphology.

Keywords: soot morphology, population balance simulation, primary
particle size distribution, sintering

1. Introduction

Soot, as one of the particulate by-products of the incomplete combustion
of hydrocarbon fuels, is a major air pollutant and a potential threat to hu-
man health [1, 2]. In contrast, carbon black (CB), a kind of carbonaceous
particle sharing similar formation mechanisms with soot, is very versatile in
industry, such as reinforcer in automobile tires and pigment in laser printers
[1, 3, 4]. Knowledge regarding the mechanisms of soot formation will not
only help mitigate pollutant emission during combustion, but also improve
the production efficiency of CB in industry. For this purpose, much research
has been conducted to explore soot formation mechanisms in the past several
decades. Experimentally, a variety of characteristics of soot particles includ-
ing the volume fraction [5–7], mobility size [8–10], morphology [11–13], fine
structure [14, 15], and molecular composition [16, 17] have been measured us-
ing different techniques. Meanwhile, a number of mechanisms for individual
sooting processes, for instance the well-known Hydrogen-abstraction-C2H2-
addition (HACA) mechanism for soot surface growth, were proposed [18]. In
order to verify whether these hypothesized sub-mechanisms are responsible
for soot formation and growth, comparison between the simulated and mea-
sured results is required. Therefore, a variety of population balance models
for soot have been developed. Performing sensitivity analysis on the ba-
sic processes in a soot model and comparing the results with experimental
observations give clues to which of the sub-models need to be refined.

In previous modelling work, it is common to compare the computed soot
volume fraction [19] or the particle mobility size distributions (PSDs) [20–
22] with experimental results, while not enough attention has been paid to
the simulation of aggregate morphology. One possible reason for the lack of
studies on modelling soot aggregate morphology may be the lack of statis-
tical experimental data characterising the morphology, such as the primary
particle (PP) number and size distribution [23]. In addition, the limitations
of the existing soot models are also responsible for this problem — particle
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Figure 1: An illustration of coagulation, surface growth and sintering.

models have to be detailed enough to track morphological information, while
only a minor number of soot models in literature are capable of capturing
full structural information of aggregate particles [24]. However, modelling
studies focusing on the morphology of soot aggregates are actually needed,
especially in the CB industry, because it is the morphology of CB that de-
termines its end-use and performance, while the current techniques used to
control the aggregate morphology are still based on trial and error [25, 26].

Early efforts on modelling aggregate morphology of soot were made by a
few researchers. Mitchell and Frenklach [27, 28] simulated the morphological
evolution of a single aggregate particle experiencing simultaneous coagula-
tion and surface growth (illustrated by ¬ and  in Fig. 1) using a dynamic
Monte Carlo method and attributed the spheroidal shape of particles to
rapid surface growth and intense particle nucleation. (Note that the coag-
ulation process may also named as agglomeration in literature [29], yet for
consistency only the term coagulation will be used in this work.) To extend
the analysis of the dynamics of a single aggregate to the ensemble-averaged
simulations, Balthasar and Frenklach [30] incorporated the results obtained
in [27, 28] into the method of moments to calculate soot formation in pre-
mixed flames. Further development was made by Morgan et al. [31], who
combined the particle model in [27, 28] with an efficient stochastic particle
collision algorithm [20, 32, 33] to perform population balance simulations of
soot particles in laminar premixed flames. The model of Morgan et al. [31]
was capable of tracking full structural details of soot particles undergoing nu-
cleation, coagulation and surface growth. These studies demonstrated that
the morphology of aggregate particles was the result of the complex interplay
between individual processes — nucleation, surface growth and coagulation
[27, 28, 31].

Discrete element modelling (DEM) and moving sectional models are also
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useful tools to investigate the morphological evolution of aggregate parti-
cles undergoing several particle processes. For instance, Kelesidis et al.
[29] studied the dynamics of carbonaceous aerosols from nascent to mature
fully-developed soot structures during simultaneous coagulation and surface
growth. Correlations among gyration diameter, mobility diameter, PP diam-
eter and particle effective density accounting for the PP polydispersity and
chemical bonding were obtained based on their DEM simulations. Kelesidis
and Pratsinis [34] investigated the impact of change of soot morphology on
its light absorption properties by coupling DEM with discrete dipole approx-
imation (DDA) during soot surface growth and agglomeration. Kelesidis and
Pratsinis [35] studied the evolution of agglomerate soot mass and mobility
diameter during both internal and surface oxidation using a moving sectional
model.

Besides surface growth and coagulation, which were considered in pre-
vious modelling work, the sintering process as illustrated by ® in Fig. 1,
through which particles become more round (reduce surface area) without
gaining mass from gas-phase, may also play an important role in the mor-
phological evolution soot particles. Note that sintering may also be named
as coalescence in literature [36], while for consistency, only the term sintering
will be used in this work. Despite that some researchers speculated sintering
was less likely to happen on carbonaceous nanoparticles due to their tur-
bostractic structure [28, 37], Ono et al. [25] provided experimental evidence
of sintering of soot particles in their recent work. Moreover, a number of ex-
perimental studies showed that nascent soot particles are liquid-like in flames
[12, 38–40], which might make them sinter easily after coagulation. There-
fore, a model incorporating sintering, coagulation and surface growth can
be helpful to reveal the significance of each mechanism on the evolution of
particle morphology. Detailed population balance models (DPBMs) for soot,
developed by Kraft and co-workers [41–43], provide such an effective tool. In
general, a DPBM represents soot particles as aggregates composed of over-
lapping PPs, where each PP is composed of a number of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs). Botero et al. [23] employed a DPBM for the first time
to investigate the mechanisms that are important for the prediction of the
primary particle size distribution (PPSD) in a C2H4 co-flow laminar diffu-
sion flame. They found that the parameterization of sintering and particle
rounding affected the simulated PPSDs significantly. However, the DPBM
in [23] did not track the relative position of PPs within aggregates, leaving
the aggregate morphology unresolved. A free model parameter, the smooth-
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ing factor σ, was introduced to account for particle rounding due to mass
addition processes, i.e. surface growth and condensation.

Recently, the limitations of the prior DPBM in [23] were overcome by
Lindberg et al. [44] and Hou et al. [45] by tracking the coordinates of all
PPs, thus the aggregate morphology can be resolved during simulation and
the free parameter σ in previous DPBMs [23, 42, 43] was eliminated. This
allowed more physical description of particle processes such as surface growth
and sintering. With this improved DPBM, Hou et al. [45] simulated soot for-
mation in a benchmark premixed ethylene stagnation flame [46] and obtained
reasonable agreement between the simulated and measured PSDs. The para-
metric sensitivity study in [45] showed that the computed mobility diameters
of aggregate particles were not very sensitive to the sintering rate, while the
size of PPs within aggregate particles can be significantly affected. Since
no experimental data on the size of PPs was reported in [46], comparison
between the computed and measured PP size could not be conducted.

Recently, Wang et al. [47] reported the measured PPSD of soot particles
produced in laminar premixed ethylene flames with conditions similar to the
benchmark flame that was simulated in our previous work [45]. It would
be of interest to test the performance of this improved DPBM in predicting
the morphology of soot particles in premixed flames by comparing with ex-
perimental results. Therefore, the purpose of this work is threefold: 1)
simulate soot formation in a premixed ethylene stagnation flame employing
the improved DPBM [45], which is capable of resolving both morphology and
composition of aggregate particles; 2) make quantitative comparison between
the computed and TEM-observed PPSD of soot aggregates; 3) investigate the
influence of key particle processes on the simulated PPSD through paramet-
ric sensitivity study, especially the role of sintering in the evolution of soot
morphology.

2. Modelling methodology

2.1. Target flame

In this study, we modelled the burner-stabilized premixed ethylene stag-
nation flame of Wang et al. [47] (Flame A3 in [47]; stagnation plate height
Hp = 1.2 cm). The experimental details are introduced in [47]. Briefly, the
unburned gas composition is 16% C2H4, 24% O2 and 60% AR (molar ba-
sis); the inlet cold gas velocity is 7 cm/s and the temperature is 298 K; the
temperature at the stagnation plate is around 465 K.
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2.2. Flame model

The axisymmetric stagnation flow in the flame is modelled using a pseudo
one-dimensional approximation, which is described in detailed in [10, 43, 48].

2.3. Gas-phase chemistry model

The gas-phase chemistry is determined by the ABF mechanism [19], which
contains 101 species and 543 reactions, with pyrene (A4) being the largest
PAH.

2.4. Particle model

Two different particle models — a spherical model and a detailed model
were used during different simulation steps serving different purposes, which
will be discussed in Section 2.5.

The spherical model, used in the first-step simulation, describes all soot
particles as spheres composed of C atoms only. Three types of particle pro-
cesses — inception, coagulation and surface reactions are incorporated. In-
ception is modelled as two A4 molecules sticking after collisions. Coagulation
is modelled as the collision and instantaneously merging of two particles. Sur-
face reactions include the reactions of gaseous C2H2, H, O2, OH and A4 with
the surface of soot particles. A more detailed description on the spherical
model can be found in [19, 49].

The detailed particle model, employed in the post-processing step, rep-
resents soot particles as aggregates composed of overlapping spherical PPs,
where each PP consists of a number of PAHs. Since a comprehensive de-
scription of this detailed particle model has been presented in our previous
work [44, 45], only a brief introduction on the most important aspects of
the model will be given below. Figure 2 illustrates the type space of the
detailed particle model, i.e. the mathematical representation of a particle.
An aggregate particle, Pq, containing n(Pq) overlapping PPs, is represented
as

Pq = Pq(p1, . . . , pn(Pq),D), (1)

where a PP pi, with i ∈ {1, . . . , n(Pq)} is represented as

pi = pi(m1, . . . ,mn(pi), ri, si), (2)

where mx, with x ∈ {1, . . . , n(pi)}, represents the exact structure of a planar
PAH; n(pi) is the total number of PAHs within pi; ri is the radius of pi;
si represents the position of the center of the PP relative to the center of
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Figure 2: An illustration of the detailed particle model type space showing an aggregate
particle (solid outlines) composed of PPs modelled as overlapping spheres (indicated by
the dashed lines). PPs are composed of PAHs. The exact structure of PAHs are recorded.
Redrawn based on [44, 52, 53]

mass of the aggregate particle; D is the connectivity matrix used to store the
center to center separation di,j of any two neighboring primaries pi and pj.
The binary tree data structure is used to store the properties and connections
of primaries within an aggregate particle [41, 50]. More detailed discussion
regarding this data structure including its merits and constraints can be
found in [44]. The volume of a PP is calculated based on the mass of its
component PAHs and the mass density of soot, ρ, represented as

v(pi) =
(
∑n(pi)

x=1 ηC(mx)MC +
∑n(pi)

x=1 ηH(mx)MH)/NA

ρ
, (3)

where ηy ∈ Z, ηy > 0 is the number of chemical units of type y, y ∈ {C,H}
[51]. MC and MH are the molecular weights of C and H, which are 12.01
and 1 g/mol, respectively. NA is the Avogadro constant. The volume of an
aggregate particle is defined as the sum of the volumes of all PPs:

V (Pq) =

n(Pq)∑
n=1

v(pi). (4)

The diameter of a spherical PP without any overlaps with other PPs is
calculated as

dsph(pi) =

(
6v(pi)

π

)1/3

. (5)

With the detailed particle model type space shown in Fig. 2, v(pi) can also
be given by the volume of a sphere of radius ri minus the volume of the
caps created by overlaps with its neighbors as described by the equations
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Figure 3: An illustration of particle processes incorporated in the detailed particle model.

in [44, 54]. This approach of describing aggregate particles as overlapping
polydispersed PPs is based on the work of Mitchell and Frenklach [27, 28],
Morgan et al. [31], Eggersdorfer et al. [54, 55] and Lindberg et al. [44]. The
detailed model equations can be found in [44].

The mobility diameter (dm) of a spherical particle can be simply calcu-
lated by Eq. (5), while dm of an aggregate is determined by Eq. (6) [29]:

dm = dvan
0.45
va , (6)

where nva is the equivalent number of PPs, calculated by:

nva =
m

mva

=
m

π
6
d3vaρ

, (7)

where mva is the mass of a PP with diameter dva; dva is the mean surface-
equivalent diameter [29, 56]:

dva =
6V

S
, (8)

where V and S are total aggregate volume and surface area, respectively. The
equations used to determine the collision diameter and gyration diameter of
both spherical and aggregate particles can be found in our previous work
[45].

Five particle processes namely inception, coagulation, surface growth and
oxidation, condensation and sintering are incorporated in the detailed par-
ticle model and illustrated in Fig. 3. A more detailed description of these
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particle processes can be found in our previous work [44, 45] and references
therein.

Inception. Inception is modelled as two gaseous PAH molecules sticking
together after collision. Two model parameters — inception mode (combined,
minimum, maximum, reduced) and inception threshold are used to determine
the sticking probability of two colliding PAHs. For example, the combined
mode with inception threshold = 32 means two PAHs will stick together
after collision if the sum of the number of aromatic rings in them exceeds 32,
otherwise inception fails. Detailed discussion regarding the inception process
and the influence of inception mode and threshold on the computed soot
particle size distributions (PSDs) can be found in our previous work [45].

Coagulation. Coagulation is modelled as two particles (either primary
or aggregate particle) sticking in point contact after collision. The rate of
coagulation is calculated based on a transition regime coagulation kernel [33]
and a coagulation efficiency (0 ≤ η ≤ 1). In one of our recent work [57], a
size and temperature dependent coagulation efficiency model of carbonaceous
nanoparticles was proposed based on the average particle kinetic energy and
the potential well depth (i.e. the minimum interaction energy) between two
colliding particles. According to [57], η decreases with decreasing particle size
and increasing temperature; when particles are larger than 10 nm, η is close to
1 regardless of the temperature. The performance of the η was tested in [57]
by implementing it to a detailed population balance model and simulating
soot PSD and PPSD in benchmark premixed ethylene flames. Compared
with η = 1 better agreement between the computed PSD and PPSD and the
measured ones was achieved with the η proposed in [57]. The orientations
of colliding particles and point of contact are determined by ballistic cluster-
cluster aggregation (BCCA) with a random impact parameter [58]. More
detailed description can be found in [44].

Surface reaction. Surface growth and oxidation of a soot particle are
modelled as the reactions of the PAHs inside the particle with gas-phase
species, such as H and C2H2. The evolution of an individual PAH is described
by the kinetic Monte-Carlo Aromatic Site (KMC-ARS) model [52, 59], where
the reactions of PAH molecules are simplified to around 20 jump processes
using the steady-state assumption. Two parameters — the critical number of
PAHs inside a PP ncrit and the growth factor g are introduced to differentiate
PAH growth in a large PP from growth in a small one [41–43]. If the number
of PAHs in a PP exceeds ncrit, a growth factor g ∈ [0, 1] will be applied to
the growth rate as a multiplier for all PAHs within that PP.
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Condensation. Condensation is modelled as a gaseous PAH molecule
sticking to a particle (either primary or aggregate particle) following a colli-
sion between them. A free model parameter — the condensation threshold is
introduced to describe the sticking efficiency between a PAH and a particle.
The sticking efficiency is 1 if the number of aromatic rings of the colliding
PAH exceeds the condensation threshold, otherwise it is 0 [43, 45].

Sintering. Sintering refers to the process through which an aggregate
particle becomes more round without gaining mass from gas-phase species.
In the model, sintering is performed individually on each pair of neighboring
primaries, pi and pj in an aggregate. During sintering, the centers of pi and
pj approach and the diameters of pi and pj increase. Detailed mathematical
description of sintering based on the aforementioned particle type space can
be found in [44, 54]. The sintering rate Rsint is calculated by Eq. (9) [60]

Rsint = 1/τs = 1/

{
Asdi,j exp

[
Es

T

(
1− dcrit

di,j

)]}
, (9)

where τs is the characteristic sintering time; As (s/m) is the pre-exponential
factor; di,j (nm) is the minimum diameter of two neighboring PPs (i and j
are indices of the two neighboring PPs); Es (K) is the activation energy and
dcrit (nm) is the critical PP diameter below which PPs are assumed to be
liquid-like and will sinter instantaneously [60]. Eq. (9) was first proposed by
Tsantilis et al. [60] to model the sintering process of silica particles. Chen
et al. [42] incorporated this sintering sub-model to the DPBM of soot, with
parameters A, Es and dcrit (listed in Table 1) obtained by fitting the computed
PSDs of soot to the measured results in premixed ethylene flames.

2.5. Numerical method

The numerical method consists of two steps. The purpose of the first-step
simulation is to calculate the flame profile by coupling a gas-phase reaction
model, a flow model and a spherical particle model. In this way, the effect
of soot particle processes, i.e. inception and surface reactions on key gas-
phase species can be approximately accounted for. Method of moments with
interpolative closure (MoMIC) is employed to close the moment transport
equations [61]. The k inetics R© software package [62] is used to perform the
first-step simulation.

In the second simulation step, the calculated gas-phase species profile
is post-processed with a detailed particle model to resolve the morphology
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of soot particles. The second step is one-way coupling as the effect of the
particles on the gas-phase has already been accounted for in the gas-phase
profile imposed in the second step. The particle population balance is solved
by a stochastic method, with various enhancements to improve the efficiency
[33, 63, 64]. This two-step modelling methodology is well established and
has been applied in a number of previous works [23, 42, 43, 65]. Recently,
Lindberg et al. [66] extended this methodology for stagnation flames [45].
Detailed discussion regarding this methodology can be found in [66].

3. Results and discussion

Our previous work [45] focused on simulating the mobility diameter dm of
soot particles in premixed ethylene stagnation flames. However, two aggre-
gate particles with different morphology, for instance, one aggregate particle
composed of a large number of small PPs and the other composed of a small
number of large PPs, can have similar dm. Therefore, besides the size of
aggregate particles, the size of PPs will become the main issue of this work.

3.1. Parametric sensitivity study

A thorough parametric sensitivity study was carried out to understand
the influence of key particle processes on the computed PPSDs. The initial
values of key model parameters are based on our previous work [45] as listed
in Table 1. When examining the influence of a certain parameter on the
computed PPSD, the remaining parameters were assigned their initial values.
The influence of five model parameters including the rate of production of
A4 ω̇A4, coagulation efficiency η, surface growth factor g, pre-exponential
factor As and critical diameter of PP dcrit in the sintering sub-model on the
computed PPSD will be investigated. Among these parameters, ω̇A4 relates
to the nucleation rate; η affects the coagulation rate; g controls the surface
growth rate of large PPs; As and dcrit determine the sintering rate.

Figure 4(a) shows the effect of ω̇A4 on the computed PPSDs. Although
ω̇A4 is not the same as nucleation rate since one A4 molecule is not the equiv-
alent of one nucleated soot particle, A4 molecules are the starting point of
the post-processing step. They will grow up into larger PAHs based on the
KMC-ARS model [52, 59] and then two PAHs will stick after collision to
form a nucleus if their total number of aromatic rings exceeds the inception
threshold. To investigate the influence of ω̇A4 on the simulated PPSDs, two
multipliers — 0.5 and 2.0 were applied to the original ω̇A4 profile and served
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Table 1: Key model parameters in the detailed soot model.

Parameter Value Ref.

(1) Material property
Soot density ρ (g/cm3) 1.0 [45, 47, 67]

(2) Nucleation
ω̇A4 (mol/(cm3 s)) Gas-phase input
Inception mode Combined [45]
Inception thresholda 32 [45]

(3) Condensation
Condensation thresholda 4 [45]

(4) Surface growth
Critical num. of PAH ncrit 1, 50b [42, 45]
Growth factor g 1, 0.0263b [42, 45]

(5) Coagulation
Efficiency η 1, Size & T dependentb [57]

(6) Sintering
As (s /m) 1.10× 10−14

[42, 43, 45]Es (K) 9.61× 104

dcrit (nm) 1.58, 3.0b

a The unit is number of aromatic rings.
b Values applied when performing comparison between the computed and measured

morphology of soot particles.

as the input to the post-processing step. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the computed
PP diameter is larger when a larger ω̇A4 profile is employed. This is because
larger ω̇A4 results in more PAHs and thus more small particles, which pro-
motes coagulation and condensation. If one of the coagulating particles is
smaller than dcrit, the two PPs will merge into one larger PP immediately af-
ter coagulation because the sintering rate dictated by Eq. (9) is much faster
than the coagulation rate. The geometric standard deviations (σg) of the
computed PPSDs which can reflect the degree of dispersion of the PP size
are also given in Fig. 4(a). It suggests that increase in ω̇A4 will decrease the
polydispersity of PP size slightly, yet the effect is almost negligible. This is in
accordance with the DEM simulation performed by Kelesidis et al. [29], who
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Figure 4: The computed PPSDs (a) and the distribution of number of PPs per aggregate
(b) with different rate of production of A4 (ω̇A4); The computed PPSDs with (c) differ-
ent coagulation efficiency and (d) different surface growth rate. The geometric standard
deviations (σg) of the PP diameter are also shown.

reported the number of nucleated soot particles within a factor of 4 would
not affect the simulation results significantly. In addition to the computed
PPSDs, the effect of ω̇A4 on the computed distribution of number of PP per
aggregate was also investigated. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the computed ag-
gregate particles tend to contain more PPs if a larger ω̇A4 is used. This is
because larger ω̇A4 increases the number of particles by increasing number
of freshly nucleated particles, thus promoting coagulation and resulting in
aggregate particles containing more PPs.

Figure 4(c) shows the influence of coagulation efficiency η on the com-
puted PPSDs. η = 1 leads to larger PPs than η = 0.5 or 0.1. Although
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coagulation does not affect PP size directly, the coagulation between par-
ticles with diameter smaller than dcrit will lead to a larger PP because the
sintering rate determined by Eq. (9) is infinitely fast under such condition.
Therefore, PPs tend to be larger with a higher η. σg shown in Fig. 4(c)
suggests that PP size spreads out more with η = 1 and 0.5 than that with
a much lower η, 0.1. This can be explained by imagining an extreme case
with η = 0, where PPs grow in size solely by gaining mass from gas-phase
and hence the PP size has a narrow distribution.

Surface growth of soot particles is modelled as the growth of their con-
stituent PAHs, which is described by the KMC-ARS model [52, 59]. In order
to study the effect of surface growth rate on the computed PPSDs, different
multipliers i.e. growth factor g were applied. Note that although the original
purpose of model parameters g and ncrit were to consider the steric effects on
particle surface growth, i.e. to differentiate the growth rate of a gas-phase
PAH and that of a PAH inside a large PP composed of many PAHs, here we
only focused on the effect of surface growth rate while the steric effects are
neglected, i.e. ncrit = 1 no matter what value of g was. As shown in Fig. 4(d),
surface growth rate affects the shape of the computed PPSDs significantly.
A faster surface growth rate results in larger PPs yet with a smaller σg. This
is because surface growth can make the aggregate particle more round by
‘burying’ the neck between its constituent PPs, which is consistent with the
simulation results reported by Mitchell and Frenklach [27, 28] and Kelesidis
et al. [26].

As introduced in Section 2.4, sintering will result in more round parti-
cles without gaining mass from gas-phase. However, large uncertainties of
the parameters of the current sintering sub-model for soot could exist, al-
though reasonable agreement between the computed and measured PSDs
was achieved with the optimized As, Es and dcrit shown in Table 1 [42]. This
is because this set of parameters was obtained by fitting the computed PSDs
to the measured ones in a series of ethylene premixed flames [42], yet the
computed PSD was not sensitive to dcrit, as demonstrated in our recent work
[45]. Figure 5(a) shows the effect of sintering rate on the computed PPSDs
by changing dcrit in Eq. (9). The initial value of dcrit = 1.58 nm is reported by
Chen et al. [42], indicating that when PP diameter is smaller than 1.58 nm,
it is liquid-like and will merge with its neighbor immediately to form a single
bigger PP. Larger dcrit will lead to more instantaneously merging processes
between neighboring PPs, thus PPs are larger with dcrit = 3.0 nm and even
larger with dcrit = 5.0 nm. The case with dcrit = 0 nm was also examined, in
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Figure 5: The computed PPSDs with different sintering rates. The sintering rate is
changed by changing (a) dcrit (nm) and (b) As (s m−1) in Eq. (9), respectively. dc is
short for dcrit. σg is the geometric standard deviation of the computed PP size.

which there was no fast merging between small PPs. It is noteworthy that
dcrit = 0 nm does not mean the sintering rate is zero, instead the character-
istic sintering time becomes

τs = Asdi,j exp

[
Es

T

]
. (10)

Although two colliding nascent soot particles cannot fuse into one larger
particle immediately, they will still sinter at the rate dictated by Eq. (10)
and eventually merge into a single spherical particle if the residence time is
long enough. However, we found that the computed PPSD with dcrit = 0 nm
(magenta dotted line) almost coincides with that when the sintering sub-
model is turned off, i.e. τs = ∞ (solid gray line with open circles). This
indicates the instantaneous sintering of small PPs, which is governed by dcrit
in the sintering sub-model, can significantly affect the computed morphology
of soot particles, while the sintering of large PPs within soot particles is
rather slow and can hardly affect the computed aggregate morphology. In
addition, σg in Fig. 5(a) indicates that dcrit = 1.58 and 3.0 nm lead to lower
polydispersity of the PP size compared with dcrit = 0 or 5.0 nm, suggesting
the instantaneous sintering between small PPs with diameter smaller than
dcrit can decrease the PP polydispersity only when dcrit is in a certain range.

Figure 5(b) shows the influence of sintering rate on the computed PPSDs
by changing the prefactor As. The initial value of As = 10−14 s/m is taken
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from Chen et al. [42]. Two more cases are studied with As increased or
decreased by two orders of magnitude. Since dcrit = 1.58 nm remains un-
changed when changing As, the instantaneous sintering process between
small PPs dictated by dcrit is not affected. Therefore, changing As mainly
affects the sintering between large PPs within soot aggregates. As demon-
strated by Fig. 5(b), PPs are larger when As = 10−16 s/m and smaller when
As = 10−12 s/m, because a smaller As leads to faster sintering rate and thus
larger PPs. Besides, with a given dcrit (= 1.58 nm), σg is larger with a smaller
As, indicating the PP size spreads out more with faster sintering rate. How-
ever, compared with dcrit, the effect of As on the computed PPSDs is much
milder as in Fig. 5(b) As was changed by two orders of magnitude while in
Fig. 5(a), dcrit was changed within a factor of 5. Figure 5(a) and (b) together
suggest that the immediate sintering of small PPs, which is determined by
dcrit, plays a critical role in the computed aggregate morphology. However,
as mentioned earlier, large uncertainties could exist in dcrit. Given its sig-
nificant influence on the predicted size of PPs, further study regarding the
fast sintering between small PPs, especially that from a fundamental point
of view, is imperative to provide more instructive guidance on modelling the
morphology of soot particles.

3.2. Comparison with experimental results

In succession to our previous work, where the ability of the DPBM to
predict the PSD of soot formed in premixed ethylene flames was investigated
[45], the performance of the model in predicting the morphology of soot
aggregates will be tested in this work by comparing the computed PPSD of
soot particles with the experimental PPSD based on TEM images of soot
aggregates [47].

Numerical simulation of soot formation in Flame A3 in [47] with Hp =
1.2 cm was carried out with the values of key model parameters listed in Ta-
ble 1. Before comparing the computed and observed PPSD, the calculated
and measured volume fraction (Fv) and PSD were compared first. The devi-
ation of the computed Fv (7.1×10−9) from the measured value (2.5×10−8) is
around a factor of 3.5. Such agreement between the calculated and observed
Fv is acceptable since the uncertainty of experimental data can also reach a
factor of 3.5, as demonstrated by Fig.S1 in the supporting information (SI),
where the uncertainties of measured Fv as a function of Hp are shown with
experimental data extracted from Camacho et al. [46]. Besides Fv, reasonable
agreement between the computed and measured PSD was also obtained for
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taken from [47].

particles with dm larger than 3 nm as shown in Fig. 6. As the calculated Fv

and PSD are consistent with experimental measurements, further compari-
son regarding the calculated and observed morphology of soot aggregates was
made. As illustrated by Fig. 7, the computed TEM-style images of soot parti-
cles with dm ≈ 50 nm appear quite similar with the experimentally observed
TEM images reported by Wang et al. [47]. More quantitative comparison
was made by examining the computed PPSD in this work and the measured
PPSD reported in [47], which was obtained by measuring the size of PPs in
the observed TEM images for particles with dm ≈ 50 nm using the software
Image-Pro Plus [68]. For comparison, we have analyzed the size of all PPs
within aggregates of dm in the range of 40 − 50 nm based on our computa-
tional results and plotted the PPSD in Fig. 7. Normal distributions fitted to
the computed and measured PPSDs with corresponding fitted parameters,
the median diameter µ and standard deviation σ, are shown in Fig. 7. Fig-
ure 7 demonstrates good agreement between the computed and the measured
PPSD — not only are both of them unimodal, but they also have similar µ,
σ and σg. In addition to PPSD, we also calculated the fractal dimension
(Df) of the simulated soot aggregates. Calculation details including a scatter
diagram (Fig. S2) of the equivalent number of PPs within an aggregate, nva,
versus the ratio of the gyration diameter to the mean surface-equivalent di-
ameter, dg/dva, and corresponding equations in determining Df are provided
in SI. Df = 1.37 was obtained based on our simulation, which agrees well
with the measured results (1.33 ≤ Df ≤ 1.64) [13] for soot aggregates in
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Figure 7: Comparison between the computed and experimental measured PPSD. Lines are
the fitted normal distributions. Corresponding fitted parameters, the median diameter µ
and standard deviation σ are listed. σg is the geometric standard deviation. A represen-
tative experimental TEM image and a computed TEM-style image of soot particles with
dm ≈ 50 nm are embedded. The measured PPSD and experimental TEM image are taken
from [47].

premixed ethylene flames. The agreement in both computed and measured
PPSD and Df for soot in a premixed ethylene flame with Hp = 1.2 cm sup-
ports the current hypothesized mechanisms contributing to the evolution of
PPs — nucleation, coagulation, surface growth and sintering.

It is also pertinent to mention a recent study of Botero et al. [23], who
investigated the evolution of PPs along the centreline of a co-flow laminar dif-
fusion flame both experimentally and numerically. According to their experi-
mental results [23], PPSDs at all heights-above-burner (HAB) were unimodal
with a narrow width. However, the computed PPSDs were multi-modal at
all HABs. The disagreement between the computed and measured PPSDs
might due to the limitations of the DPBM employed in [23], where the aggre-
gate morphology was undetermined. In contrast, current DPBM overcomes
the limitation by tracking PP coordinates. The improvement of the DPBM
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may be part of the reason for the good agreement between the computed
and measured PPSD in the current work. However, to examine whether the
computed multi-modal PPSDs in [23] are due to the imperfection of the pre-
vious DPBM or some other factors, soot formation in the laminar diffusion
ethylene flame in [23] needs to be investigated with the improved DPBM,
which will be one of our future study.

Despite the encouraging agreement, it is worth emphasizing that several
model parameters may have large uncertainties due to the lack of under-
standing of individual sooting processes at current stage. For example, dcrit,
below which PPs will sinter instantaneously, is assigned 3 nm in current work.
Although excellent agreement between the computed and measured PPSD
was obtained, more fundamental investigation such as molecular dynamics
studies on the sintering of soot particles is desired to provide evidence for
the evaluation of dcrit.

Wang et al. [47] only examined the PPSD of soot particles with dm ≈
50 nm, while PPSDs of soot particles of other dm were not investigated ex-
perimentally. Hence, we studied whether the PPSD was sensitive to the size
of aggregates from the modelling point of view. Normal distributions fit-
ted to the computed PPSDs for soot particles with different dm, 20, 30 and
40 nm are plotted in Fig. 8. Corresponding fitted parameters, σ and µ are
also listed. The computed PPSDs in Fig. 8 almost coincide with each other
regardless of dm, demonstrating that PPSDs are insensitive to the size of
aggregates. This suggests that the size of PP may become unchanged after a
certain period of time and particles grow in size mainly through coagulation.
An in-depth discussion of this point will be given in subsequent sections.

3.3. Time scale analysis for individual processes

Soot formation is rather complicated as multiple particle processes may be
happening at the same time. To determine the dominant particle processes
at different stages of particle evolution, we examined the rate of individual
sooting processes and plotted the results in Fig. 9. The rate of production of
A4 (ω̇A4), represented by the red solid line, is calculated from the first-step
simulation reflecting the inception intensity. The collision rate represented
by the blue dashed line is the sum of the majorant kernels of all collision pro-
cesses, namely inception (collisions between PAH molecules), condensation
(collisions between PAH molecules and particles) and coagulation (collisions
between particles). The majorant kernel is close to but larger than the real
coagulation kernel, which is an algorithm used to speed up the stochastic
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Figure 8: The computed PPSDs (fitted normal distributions) of soot particles with differ-
ent dm. Corresponding parameters, the median diameter µ and standard deviation σ are
listed.
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Figure 9: The rate of production of A4, collision rate and sintering rate (left Y-axis) and
mole fraction of H (right Y-axis) against time.

simulations by reducing the complexity associated with solving the coagula-
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tion process [49]. The sintering rate, represented by the dash-dotted line, is
calculated based on Eq. (9), where di,j is estimated by the average diameter
of all PPs. The curve for sintering rate is quite steep — before 30 ms, it is
several orders of magnitudes higher than other processes, while after 30 ms,
it nearly stops. This is because the sintering rate is very sensitive to the PP
diameter, as dcrit/di,j is in the exponential term of Eq. (9). The mole fraction
of H atoms is also plotted in Fig. 9 to indicate the rate of surface growth.
According to the H-abstraction-C2H2-addition (HACA) mechanism [18] for
soot surface growth, H atoms are required to provide growth sites for C2H2

molecules through H abstraction reactions. Therefore, surface growth rate
will be extremely low when the mole fraction of H drops to 10−6. Hence, after
30 ms, coagulation becomes the only dominant process. This is in line with
our inference from Fig. 8 that particles grow in size mainly through coagu-
lation after a certain period of time. By contrast, before 30 ms, the sintering
rate can be several orders of magnitude larger than the rate of coagulation,
hence aggregate structure can hardly appear at an early time stage.

With the knowledge gained from the time scale analysis of individual
particle processes, the evolution of average PP size and number of PPs per
aggregate was investigated. As illustrated in Fig. 10, based on the slope of
the average dPP against time, the growth of PP can be divided into three
stages shown by the vertical dashed lines. The first stage spans from the
beginning to 30 ms, where the growth of PPs is due to fast surface growth
and instantaneous sintering between small PPs. Soot particles appear to
be spherical at this stage, as the average number of PP per aggregate ∼1,
consistent with the time scale analysis for sintering process in Fig. 9. The
second stage spans from 30 to 50 ms, where the growth rate of PPs gradually
slows down, as the slope of the average dPP with time is decreasing. This
slow growth rate is also consistent with Fig. 9, which demonstrates that both
sintering and surface growth rates are rather slow during this time period.
The last stage spans from 50 ms to the end of simulation, where the average
dPP almost remains unchanged with time, indicating both surface growth
and sintering nearly cease. At this stage, coagulation becomes the leading
process. The average number of PPs per aggregate increases linearly with
time. This can well explain the simulation results shown in Fig. 8, where the
computed PPSDs for aggregate particles with different dm are quite similar.
According to Fig. 10, nPP per aggregate reaches 2 at ∼50 ms, indicating most
aggregate particles with dm ≥ 20 nm are formed after 50 ms, i.e. particles
grow up from dm = 20 nm to dm = 50 nm mainly by coagulation, which
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Figure 10: The computed time evolution of average PP diameter (left Y-axis) and average
number of PP per aggregate (right Y-axis). The table above suggests the rate of particle
processes (SG: surface growth; ST: sintering) by different colors (Green: fast; Yellow: slow;
Red: almost stop) at three time periods.

does not affect the size of PPs. Since both surface growth and sintering
contribute to the growth of PPs, we investigated the evolution of average
dPP without sintering to give an indication of the respective contribution of
these two processes to the growth of PPs. The result is represented by the
blue dash-dotted line in Fig. 10. With the sintering sub-model turned off,
surface growth becomes the major contributor to the growth of PPs and dPP
ends up at ∼5 nm. By contrast, if sintering is incorporated, the average dPP
can reach ∼10 nm, much larger than the case with surface growth only and
agrees better with the experimental observations.

In addition to the time evolution of average dPP, more detailed infor-
mation — time evolution of the computed PPSD is illustrated in Fig. 11.
The simulated PPSDs and corresponding σg at five different times: 10, 20,
30, 50, 73.7 ms are shown. 73.7 ms corresponds to the residence time of a
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Figure 11: Time evolution of the computed PPSD.

Lagrangian particle travelling from the burner to the stagnation plate at
1.2 cm. The conversion from distance to residence time is performed using
the combined axial convective velocity and thermophoretic velocity, as de-
scribed in our previous work [45, 66]. As shown by Fig. 11, the computed
PPSDs evolve from a bimodal distribution (PPSDs at 10, 20 and 30 ms) to
a unimodal distribution (PPSDs at 50 and 73.7 ms). We attribute the first
peak of the bimodal PPSDs at earlier time stages to A4 molecules entering
the simulation ensemble, because the dPP corresponding to the first peak is
always around 0.87 nm, which is the diameter of A4 molecules in the model.
The peak with dPP slightly larger than 0.87 nm is caused by the growth of A4
to larger PAHs. By contrast, the second peak of the simulated PPSD can be
attributed to the collision related processes, including the collisions between
PAHs, PAH and particles or particles, all of which will lead to larger PPs.
From 10 ms to 30 ms, the second peak of the simulated PPSDs moves towards
a larger diameter due to simultaneous surface growth and sintering. Mean-
while, the intensity of the first peak keeps decreasing due to the decrease
in ω̇A4, as suggested by Fig. 9. The polydispersity of PPs keeps increasing
during 10–30 ms as suggested by the increasing σg. At 50 ms, the first peak
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of the simulated PPSD corresponding to ω̇A4 disappears, leaving a unimodal
PPSD. After 50 ms, the modelled PPSD remains practically unaltered, as
the computed PPSD at 73.7 ms almost coincides with that at 50 ms. This is
understandable because the size of PPs changes either by surface growth or
sintering, however, both processes nearly stop after 50 ms, leading to the sim-
ulated PPSDs remaining unchanged. Besides, σg converges to ∼1.2, which is
consistent with the experimental measurements for soot particles in premixed
flames [69].

4. Conclusions

In this work, we simulated soot formation in a premixed ethylene stag-
nation flame with a DPBM capable of tracking aggregate morphology as
well as the chemical composition of soot particles. A thorough parametric
sensitivity study was carried out to understand the influence of key particle
processes on the computed PPSDs. The computed PPSDs were found to be
sensitive to the rate of production of A4, coagulation rate and surface growth
rate, which are in accordance with previous work. Besides, we found that
instantaneous sintering between small PPs (< dcrit) played an important role
in the computed aggregate morphology while sintering between larger PPs
within soot aggregates only had mild influence on the predicted aggregate
morphology.

Besides reasonable agreement between the computed and measured PSD
of soot particles, good agreement between the computed and measured PPSD
and Df was obtained for an ethylene premixed flame with Hp = 1.2 cm, which
supported the current mechanisms contributing to the evolution of soot PPs,
i.e. nucleation, coagulation, surface growth and sintering.

Time scale analysis of individual particle processes was performed to de-
termine the dominant processes at different time stages. Combining the
results of time scale analysis for individual sooting processes and the time
evolution of the average PP size and the number of PP per aggregate, the
growth of PP can be divided into three different stages: the first of which has
fast surface growth and instantaneous sintering; the second of which has slow
surface growth and sintering; while surface growth and sintering almost stop
in the third stage. The investigation of time evolution of the computed PPSD
demonstrated that the PPSD evolved from bi-modal to unimodal, which can
be well explained by the interplay between nucleation, coagulation surface
growth and sintering. In addition, the computed PPSDs of soot particles
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in the premixed ethylene flame were shown to be insensitive to the size of
aggregate particles.

However, despite of the encouraging agreement achieved between the com-
puted and observed PPSD, more fundamental work regarding key individual
particle processes is imperative. For instance, in this work dcrit = 3 nm was
fitted and more fundamental study (like molecular dynamics study) is needed
to understand whether the value is appropriate. It is worth emphasizing that
the current DPBM provides us with a powerful tool to investigate the key
sooting processes by facilitating more comparison between computational re-
sults and experimental measurements. Further progress on soot modelling
study can be made by reducing the uncertainties of key model parameters.
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